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� �In this talk, we introduce the notion of Golod rings and prove its basic properties. Weshow that the quotient of a polynomial ring by a componentwise linear homogenousideal I is Golod, provided that I contains no variable. In the case of monomial ideals,we present a combinatorial criterion for Golodness and prove that the product oftwo proper monomial ideals is Golod. We then show that high symbolic powers of amonomial ideal are Golod.A short Introduction to the Rational Homotopy Theory 93 11 2'xr=r sU=kr=w@==QyRr= x=oWv=O� Abstract �
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The homotopy theory is the study of invariants and properties of a topological spaceand continuous maps on it which only depend on the homotopical types of the spaceand these maps. The rational homotopy theory deals with the spaces whose homtopygroups are Q-vector spaces. The computation of homotopy groups, even for a well-behaved space as a sphere, is not an easy task. The homotopy of many topologicalspaces are not computed yet. In many situations, the rational homotopy theory makesthe computation of these groups easier. An approach in rational homotopy theoryfor computing homotopy groups is using di�erential forms and connecting them to(commutative) di�erential graded algebras. Geometry of Fat Points 93 11 9'|k}kL uUL|Uw] u}Or=Q}Yv xH=wN x=oWv=O� Abstract �
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Let fP1; :::; Psg be a set of distinct points in the projective n space Pn. Let I(Pi)be the ideal of the point Pi in k[x0; :::; xn]. Let m1; :::;ms be positive integers. Theclosed subscheme of Pn determined by the ideal I = I(P1)m1 T :::T I(Ps)ms , is calleda fat point scheme in Pn. There are many questions in Algebraic Geometry whichreduce to questions to fat points. In this talk, we address the problem of determiningthe dimension of the set of homogeneous polynomials in k[x0; x1; x2] of degree t whichvanish to order mi at Pi; i = 1; :::; s and the mth symbolic power of the ideal I .An Overview on a Class of Homologicl Conjectures (I) 93 11 16An Overview on a Class of Homological Conjectures (II) 93 11 30'Qiv=wD u=UL=|DWy@ O}yW x=oWv=O� Abstract �
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Some of the homological conjectures are �rstly proved for rings of prime characteristic.Then, subsequently, they have been established for rings of equal characteristic zeroby virtue of the method of reduction to prime characteristic. In the �rst talk, I aimto deal with the proofs of some of the homological conjectures in prime characteristic,in more details. The second talk is devoted to the method of reduction to primecharacterisitc. New Intersection Theorem (I) 93 12 7New Intersection Theorem (II) 93 12 14'u=}O} Qi u}UL|DWy@ O}yW x=oWv=O� Abstract �
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In this talk, I would like to sketch Paul Roberts' elegant proof of the New Intersec-tion Theorem. His proof makes ingenious use of cohomological annihilators, spectralsequences, the Frobenius functor, Hochster's �niteness Theorem, multiplicity theory,and the machinery of Chern classes developed by Grothendieck. The proof is dividedinto three cases. First the theorem is proved in characteristic p, using cohomologicalannihilators, the Frobenius functor, and the spectral sequence technology. Next, thecase of characteristic zero is established using Hochster's �niteness Theorem. Finally,the remaining mixed characteristic case, is settled using Dutta multiplicity and localChern characters. 12 |r= 10 Ca=U =y x@vW GvB %u=tR|O=}v@ |=yWv=O x=oWywSB 'Qvy=@ O}yW u=O}t %u=mt1 xQ=tW ur=U


